Study programmes

First Faculty of Medicine
- Application deadline: February 29 / April 30*
- ft.cuni.cz  admissions@ft.cuni.cz
  General Medicine  6  Long-cycle Master's  24,330
  Dentistry  5  Long-cycle Master's  24,330
  Aidsiology  2  Follow-up Master's  11,760
*  February deadline applies only to the follow-up Master's studies of Aidsiology.

Second Faculty of Medicine
- Application deadline: April 30
- ff.cuni.cz  admissions@ffmotol.cuni.cz
  General Medicine  6  Long-cycle Master's  18,660

Third Faculty of Medicine
- Application deadline: March 31 / April 30*
- fp.cuni.cz  admission@fp.cuni.cz
  General Medicine  6  Long-cycle Master's  15,820
  Dentistry  5  Long-cycle Master's  15,820
*  Depending on the date of the entrance exam.

Faculty of Pharmacy in Pilsen
- Application deadline: April 30
- ffp.cuni.cz  admission@ffp.cuni.cz
  Pharmacy  6  Long-cycle Master's  15,820
  Pharmaceutical Sciences  2  Follow-up Master's  7,900

Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Kralove
- Application deadline: April 30
- fhhk.cuni.cz  students@fhhk.cuni.cz
  General Medicine  6  Long-cycle Master's  16,220
  Dentistry  5  Long-cycle Master's  16,630

Faculty of Pharmacy in Hradec Kralove
- Application deadline: April 30
- ffs.cuni.cz  study@ffs.cuni.cz
  Pharmacy  5  Long-cycle Master's  7,900
  Pharmaceutical Sciences  2  Follow-up Master's  7,900

Faculty of Arts
- Application deadline: March 31
- faf.cuni.cz  prf@faf.cuni.cz
  Russian Studies*  2  Follow-up Master's  4,460
  Logic  2  Follow-up Master's  4,460
*  Language of instruction is Russian. See the faculty's website for more information.

Faculty of Law
- Application deadline: April 30
- prf.cuni.cz  llm@prf.cuni.cz
  Health and Law  1,5  Master of Laws  6,555*
  International Human Rights and Protection of Environment  1,5  Master of Laws  6,555*
  International Dispute Settlement  1,5  Master of Laws  6,555*
  Law and Business from the European Perspective  1,5  Master of Laws  6,555*
*  Price for the entire programme.

Faculty of Science
- Application deadline: February 29
- natur.cuni.cz  prhlhkuda@natur.cuni.cz
  Science  3  Bachelor's  2,440 / 6,880*
  Biology  2  Follow-up Master's  1,220
  Demography  2  Follow-up Master's  2,440
  Ecology  2  Follow-up Master's  1,220
  Geology  2  Follow-up Master's  2,440
  Immunology  2  Follow-up Master's  1,220
  Parakimology and Infection Biology  3  Follow-up Master's  1,450

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
- Application deadline: April 30
- mff.cuni.cz  admission@mff.cuni.cz
  Computer Science  3  Bachelor's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Artificial Intelligence  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Discrete Models and Algorithms  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Language Technologies and Computational Linguistics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Software and Data Engineering  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Software Systems  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Theoretical Computer Science  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Computer Science – Visual Computing and Game Development  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Computational Mathematics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Financial and Insurance Mathematics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Mathematical Analysis  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Mathematical Modelling in Physics and Technology  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Mathematical Structures  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Mathematics for Information Technologies  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Physics – Atmospheric Physics, Meteorology and Climatology  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Physics – Biophysics and Chemical Physics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Physics – Optics and Optoelectronics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Physics – Particle and Nuclear Physics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Physics – Physics of Condensed Matter and Materials  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Mathematics – Probability, Mathematical Statistics and Economometrics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
  Physics – Surface and Plasma Physics  2  Follow-up Master's  4,000 / 6,800*
*  Tuition fees are discounted for students from EU/EEA countries and Ukraine.
Faculty of Education

Application deadline: February 29

- English Language & Music Education* 3 Bachelor's 6,090
- English Language & Playing Instrument* 3 Bachelor's 6,090
- Choral Singing & Music Education* 3 Bachelor's 7,200
- Music Education & English Language* 3 Bachelor's 6,090
- Music Education & Choral Singing* 3 Bachelor's 7,200
- Music Education & Playing Instrument* 3 Bachelor's 7,200
- Playing Instrument & English Language* 3 Bachelor's 6,090
- Playing Instrument & Music Education* 3 Bachelor's 7,200

- Educational Sciences & English Language for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 4,020
- Educational Sciences & Music for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 4,020
- English Language for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 4,020
- English Language & Educational Sciences for Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 4,020
- English Language & Music for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 4,020
- English Language for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools & Playing Instrument 1 follow-up Master's 4,020
- Choral Singing & Music for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 7,300
- Music & Educational Sciences for Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 6,090
- Music & English Language for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 6,090
- Music for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools & Choral Singing 1 follow-up Master's 7,300
- Music for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools & Playing Instrument 1 follow-up Master's 7,300
- Playing Instrument & English Language for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 6,090
- Playing Instrument & Music for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 1 follow-up Master's 7,300

* All programmes focus on teacher education. The ‘&’ symbol signifies double curriculum.

Faculty of Humanities

Application deadline: February 29 / March 31

- Liberal Arts and Humanities 3 Bachelor's 3,000
- Gender Studies 2 follow-up Master's 3,000
- German and French Philosophy* 2 follow-up Master's 40
- Historical Sociology 2 follow-up Master's 2,000

* Language of instruction is German. See the faculty website for more information.

Protestant Theological Faculty

Application deadline: March 31

- Protestant Theology 3 Bachelor's 1,020
- Protestant Theology 2 follow-up Master's 1,020

CERGE-EI

Application deadline: March 31

- Master in Economic Research 2 follow-up Master's 40

Study programmes

Years Type Tuition fee

Faculty of Social Sciences

Application deadline: February 29 / April 30

- Economics and Finance (BEF) 3 Bachelor's 7,000
- History and Area Studies (HAS) 3 Bachelor's 5,000
- Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE) 3 Bachelor's 7,000
- Social Sciences (QOSCI) 3 Bachelor's 6,090
- Balkans, Eurasia and Central European Studies 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- Corporate Strategy and Finance in Europe 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- Economics and Finance 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- European Politics and Society/Vectar Han Joint Master Programme 2 follow-up Master's 4,550 / 8,000**
- Finance and Data Analytics 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- Geopolitical Studies 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- International Economic and Political Studies 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- International Relations 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- International Security Studies 2 follow-up Master's 7,000
- Master in Area Studies 2 follow-up Master's 3,000 / 4,000**
- Media and Area studies 2 follow-up Master's 3,000 / 6,000**
- Public and Social Policy Studies 2 follow-up Master's 6,000
- Sociology, Communication and Media 2 follow-up Master's 6,000
- Sociological of Contemporary Societies 2 follow-up Master's 6,000

* Applicants from non-EU/EEA countries are advised to apply by April 30.
** Lower tuition fee applies to students from EU/EEA countries.

Faculty of Physical Education and Sport

Application deadline: April 30 / June 30

- Coach 3 Bachelor's 4,150
- Fitness Coach 3 Bachelor's 4,150
- Physiotherapy 3 Bachelor's 8,710
- Applied Physiotherapy 2 follow-up Master's 8,110
- Applied Sport Science 2 follow-up Master's 4,490
- Master of Arts in Sports Ethics and Integrity 2 follow-up Master's EUR 8,000 / EUR 16,000**
- Sport Management 2 follow-up Master's 4,490

* Applicants from non-EU/EEA countries are advised to apply by April 30.
** Lower tuition fee applies to students from EU/EEA countries.

Foundation Courses

Course Duration Format Tuition fee

Institute of Language and Preparatory Studies

Application deadline: May 15 / July 15 / August 25 / November 1

- Medicine and Pharmacy COMPLEX Two-semester In-person 6,700
- Medicine and Pharmacy FAST 7 months In-person 4,020
- Engineering and IT FAST 7 months In-person 4,020
- Economics FAST 7 months In-person 4,020

Third Faculty of Medicine

Application deadline: November 30

- Preparatory course – General Medicine 3 months In-person 4,470

Faculty of Humanities

Application deadline: February 17

- Liberal Arts and Humanities 5 months Online 210

Preparatory Courses – Liberal Arts and Humanities